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Addendum II SOR #2022-035 Public Radio Communications System Enhancements
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Is the County able to provide traffic data for the system for the last month? We discussed this on
the site walks with County/City personnel. This will help us in our analysis of GPS location traffic
impact on voice calls.
Attachment A is the Backhaul Layout.
Attachment B is the PTT Summary.
Attachment C is the Original planner
Is the County able to provide a copy of the RFP specifications for the Youngs Mountain shelter
replacement so we have information on the size of the shelter, electrical capacity and other site
specifications you are requesting? This would help us with understanding how best to place the
equipment during the relocation process and properly scope the necessary labor.
At this time the County does not have this information. We are planning for a 12X16 building.
Please provide the minimum required electrical for your proposed enhancements.
During the site walks we discussed whether a new tower top amplifier (TTA) would be provided
with the antenna system at Youngs Mtn. The SoR states that Motorola is to provide "New
antennas and coaxial cables" in Section 2.5.2. There is no mention of replacing the TTA in the SoR,
but if we do not provide a new one with the new antenna system, this will lengthen the cutover
process by at least multiple hours, if not days. The current TTA could be used as a spare once
removed from the current Youngs Mtn tower. We intend to provide a new TTA with the proposal
scope unless the County specifically requests us not to do this. Is this acceptable?
Yes, this is acceptable. The County request Motorola provide a TTA.

